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New online index—Although Mycotaxon will continue to be rigorously indexed,
we will no longer print an index at the end of each volume. Instead, the index will be
posted on the Mycotaxon website (www.mycotaxon.com), from which it can be
downloaded and printed. Plans are now underway to combine past and future indices
into a robust Mycotaxon online search engine.
New submission protocols—This issue is the first to be prepared entirely
(except for 6 photographic halftones) from electronic files. Although during the past
3 months your over-zealous Editor-in-Chief devoted too much time to text ‘nit-
picking,’ last week’s arrival of Adobe Creative Suite® has shed much-needed light
on how to streamline Mycotaxon electronic submission. As most future Mycotaxon
papers will also be generated from high-resolution PDF files, authors must have the
Editor-in-Chief preview complete manuscript text using e-mail attachments before
final submission. Text and graphics (TIF or EPS formats) files should remain
separate during the pre-submission period.

Text. Electronic—Two types of text files are needed: text without graphics but
with space for graphics insertion (_txt.doc), and text with graphics (_pix.doc). The
Editor-in-Chief uses the former to generate PDFs and the latter to guide graphics
placement. Hard copy—Authors need send only one manuscript copy (with
graphics included) for editorial use with their cover letter, electronics files, and
two peer review cover letters & checklists. The EIC will generate composite PDF
files for press and index use.

Graphics. Electronic—Smaller JPGs are useful during pre-submission, but for
final submission authors must submit a scaled-to-fit, high resolution TIF (line
drawing, halftone) or EPS (gene tree, graph, diagram) file for each separate plate.
Submit files up to 4,000k by Email or snail-mail files on CD (preferred),
Macintosh zip disk (acceptable), or PC floppy (least desired). Hard
copy— Mycotaxon still sends halftone plates prepared from photographic
negatives to the press for high-resolution scanning and digital conversion.
Halftones scanned from digital plates degrade, so authors must never submit
digital halftones on photographic glossy paper for scanning.

Kudos—Thanks to Karen Gettelman (Index), David Hawksworth (Book Reviews),
Grégoire Hennenbert (French Language), and Noni Vidal (Web) for continuing to fill
their Mycotaxon editorial roles so efficiently. Special thanks are also due to
Mycotaxon Editorial Board members & Else Vellinga for help with Mycotaxon 2004
Guidelines 1.0, and to Dick Korf (Business Manager) for comforting advice when
most needed.


